History and the importance of the violin

Do you ever wonder what would life be like without something you enjoy doing? What would you do if it wasn’t invented what would your life would be like with the one thing that you enjoy doing. Sometime don’t you ever wonder what its history and how was it invented was and why Was it invented? Let’s see what it would be like without an instrument called the violin.

The violin is made out of wood. It was invented by Andrea Amati by January 1.1564 in Italy. Andrea Amati was the first person to invent the instruments of the violin family in Cremona, Italy. Andrea Amati was born 1505 in Cremona, Italy and died December 26, 1777, now lest see what life Would be like with and without the violin.

There exists documentation of two violins. These instruments had only three strings like the Reba. The violin underwent some extensive changes between the 16th and 19th centuries to adjust the Tonal quality of the instruments. The oldest surviving violin from c. 1560 is also invented by Andrea Amati. First four stings, also invented by Andrea Amati dated by 1555.

Think for a second and see what it would be like without violin music.it would be probably not Be that entertaining you know how most stories have music to go along with it. When you listen to Musical instruments you’re inspired of what they do and how hard they work so get the music perfect. Most people either play or listen to the violin to help them relax and stay calm sometime violins are used for helping a baby sleep because it’s like playing a lullaby for them. Now think of the bad situations that the orchestra will have when the violin not invented if there’s no violin then the orchestra will have trouble because there’s no high pitch because the violin the highest pitch in the violin family. You know how there’s a concert master to lead the whole orchestra if there’s no violin they won’t have a concert Master and violins help tune the orchestra and sometimes violins might give a beat to help play.
You see if the violin wasn't invented we would have some ups and downs in life would be boring. If we had nothing to listen to or be inspired because most people say music is life because that shows that there in love music it's like there specialty and like they can't live without it. Say that you're one of those people think of what your life would be like without music or with a musical instrument you play that wasn't invented yet see what would be the situation in your life and think to yourself would it be different or the same.